FIND AND CIRCLE THE CHARACTERS’ NAMES.

Pongo  Towser  Penny
Perdita  Rolly  Lucky
Colonel  Patch  Cruella

Now Available On Digital And Blu-ray™
SPOT THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO PICTURES.

Find and circle 10 differences between the pictures.

Answers:
1. Pink slipper
2. No spots on small puppy in front of TV
3. Dog bone on top of TV
4. No puppy on Perdita's back
5. No dog tag on Perdita
6. Red nose on one of the puppies
7. Yellow dog collar on one of the puppies
8. Lavender newspaper
9. Picture frame on wall
10. Pink ottoman

Now Available On Digital And Blu-ray™
LET'S PLAY GAMES!

CAN YOU SPOT WHERE THE PUPPIES ARE HIDING?
20 puppies are hiding in this picture. Help Pongo and Perdita by circling all of them so they can take them home!

CONNECT THE SPOTS
Connect the dots in order, and find out who is coming to rescue the puppies from Cruella’s clutches!

THE PUPPIES ARE LOOKING FOR SHADOWS!
Help find their shadows by drawing a line.

Now Available On Digital And Blu-ray™
Help Pongo and Perdita find their puppies. Watch out for Cruella!

Which puppy is different from the others? Look closely – one spot might be out of place.

Find him, and color them all!

ROLLY IS READY FOR DINNER. HELP HIM BY CIRCLING THE HIDDEN BONES.
HELP PENNY FIND HER DOG TAG AND DOG BONE.

Help her avoid mean Cruella and her crew!